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Are you wasting money because of SIIS?
A big part of performance analysts time is dedicated to find and tune system
components and applications which use an excessive amount of resources,
especially CPU.
The CPU usage is important because it determines a large portion of z/OS
hardware and software costs.
When the software pricing is based on the monthly peak of the MSUs used in
4-hour rolling average the analysts focus mostly on the workloads contributing
to those peaks.
With the advent of TFP (Enterprise Consumption solution) the situation is

changing: all the MSUs are now relevant for the software bill, no matter the time
of the day when they are used.
So, with TFP, identifying and eliminating any MSU waste has become even
more important than before.
In the last machine generations, IBM has identified the “Store Into Instruction
Stream” (SIIS) issue as possible reason for a reduction of the processor cache
effectiveness and a consequent significant increase of CPU utilization.
In this paper, after a short overview of the SIIS issue we will provide formulas
and report examples to help you understand how relevant are the number of
MSUs wasted in your systems because of SIIS events.
We will also provide suggestions on what you need to do to identify SIIS
culprits.
If you want to receive the paper you can reply to this e-mail writing "Are you
wasting money because of SIIS?" in the subject

EPV User Group 2020
The XVIII EPV User Group will be a “virtual” user group.
To allow for the widest possible participation, all sessions will be repeated twice
and spread across four days from 21st to 24th September.
The EPV User Group is a "not to miss" event for all Performance Analysts; it
will give you the opportunity to share ideas with qualified experts and to listen to
some of the EPV customers experiences. The most interesting features
provided by the latest versions of all EPV products will also be presented.
The EPV User Group is free of charge and reserved to EPV customers. If you
are not a customer yet but you are interested in participating, please answer to
this e-mail asking for an invitation.
Mark these dates in your agenda to avoid missing this event.
More details in next newsletters.

New CPENABLE recommendations
“The enablement of z/OS logical processors as being marked as enabled for
I/O interrupts has changed for the IBM Z Systems z14 and later processors…

IBM recommends a CPENABLE = (5,15) setting for all z/OS LPARs running on
z14 and later processors.”
More details at:
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/FLASH10337

When comparing the total CPU and zIIP time of the Address Spaces, reported by
EPV, and the values, provided by our home-made programs, we find:
• The CPU time provided by EPV is slightly higher
• The zIIP time provided by EPV is lower by about 35%
Can you please explain these differences?

EPV Technical Support answer
Hello, here are the results of our analysis:
• EPV reports higher values for the CPU time because we include all the AS, also
the “early” system address spaces, such as CONSOLE or GRS, started before SMF
while your programs don’t.
•
EPV reports lower values for the zIIP time because we show the real zIIP
seconds while your programs show the zIIP seconds normalized to CPU speed;
your machine is ‘knee capped’ with a normalization factor of 403, as indicated in the
SMF30SNF field; you can get exactly the same numbers reported by your programs
by multiplying the EPV zIIP time by the 403/256 ratio.

Quotes

"As a well-spent day brings happy sleep, so a life well spent brings happy
death"
Leonardo da Vinci
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